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1/In last week Trump has aggressively intervened in
domestic UK and Israeli politics for causes, leaders
sympathetic to him/global illiberal project. Affirmation that
he sees these actions, their intervention in our politics on
his behalf, as OK, a new norm. It's so dangerous.

Kyle Griffin
@kylegriffin1

A spokesperson for London Mayor Sadiq Khan responds to 
Trump: "This is much more serious than childish insults which 
should be beneath the President of the U.S. Sadiq is ... warning 
that Trump is the most egregious example of a growing far-right 
threat." cnn.com/politics/live-…
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Trump complained about Sadiq Khan after g…
Shortly before landing, Donald Trump tweeted a
typically aggressive broadside against London
mayor Sadiq Khan -- and it appears Khan was still
cnn.com

2/His aggressive support for Brexit, for Bibi, raises legitimate questions about where

Trump's loyalties lie. Is to the US, or to the illiberal far right global movement he and

Putin lead together? No possible justification for US President to support Brexit, or

campaign for it.

3/Trumpism is evoking a response in Europe and US. Two parties who gained the

most - Liberals, Greens - can be seen as direct counters to RW/illiberalism. Center-

right/far right lost seats in EP. In UK Leave declining, Liberals, Greens rising.

Key Takeaways from the European Election
In a weekend Twitter thread I did a deep dive on the results from the European
elections: big turnout, gains for the Liberals and Greens, losses for the
establishment left and right, and less power f…
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https://www.ndn.org/blog/2019/05/europes-elections-liberals-and-greens-make-gains-ri…

4/In US Trump got beat badly in 2018, has lowest poll numbers of any 1st term

President at this point in his Presidency, and is losing badly to Joe Biden. Liberals

(Biden), Greens rising here too, old "closed" left (Sanders) and Rs/right wing in

decline.

Is Trumpism Failing? His Declining Poll Numbers Sure Suggest So
In a post earlier this week I noted that Trump had experienced a very dramatic
decline in his standing in Rasmussen, his favorite pollster, dropping from 51/47 (+4)
to 44/54 (-10) over the past 3 wee…

https://www.ndn.org/blog/2019/05/trumpism-failing-his-declining-poll-numbers-sure-su…

5/Center-left electorate in Europe, US responding to what it sees as new threats -

illberalism, climate change. In Europe/UK Liberals, Greens surged, traditional left

lost ground. Corbyn, Sanders in decline, here defender of liberal order (Biden),

Greens, rising. New dynamics now
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